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1 INTRODUCTION TO SOLAR COOKERS 

Solar cookers are devices that use direct sunlight as heating energy to cook food and enable 

important processes such as sterilization and pasteurization. The principle of the solar cookers 

is to catch UV light rays and convert them to longer infrared light rays while not allowing them 

to escape. The sun rays are this way converted into heat energy [1].   

 

Nowadays many solar cookers currently in use are very low-tech and inexpensive devices, 

which could be made locally. As the solar cookers do not need any fuel, electricity or firewood, 

they are environmentally friendly; cut the CO2 emissions to the air, reduce fuel costs, slow 

down the deforestation, etc [2].  

 

Solar cookers can be generally categorized into three types and schematic drawings are shown 

in figure 2 [3]. 

 

Figure 1 Types of solar cookers [3] 

These types of solar cookers are based on several work principles [4]: 

 

 Concentrating sunlight - A reflective material is used to concentrate and direct sun 

rays into a small cooking area, increasing heat inside the solar cooker. 

 

 Converting light to heat - Light absorption converts the sun’s visible light into heat. 

A black surface of a cooking pot food or the inside area of a solar cooker is usually used 

in solar cookers in order to improve the effectivity of the cooker.  

 

 Trapping heat –to reach high temperature during normal sunny days and similar 

temperatures on cold and windy days as on hot days it is necessary to trap heat 

effectively and to reduce convection. To reach maximum performance efficiency, it is 

important to isolate the air inside the cooker from the air outside the cooker with the 

plastic or glass covering, which let in sunlight and keep the hot air inside [5]. 

 

This document focuses on ways to build and utilize the solar parabolic cooker and the solar 

box cooker (solar oven). 
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Kenya being astride the equator and extending four degrees on either side, receives a 

considerable amount of solar radiation [6]. 

Figure 2 shows the average annual solar radiation all over the world. Kenya has a good potential 

in using solar energy. 

 

 

Figure 2 Average annual sunlight distribution [7] 

2 SOLAR PANEL COOKER 

Solar panel cookers (figure 3) are the simplest and quite budget-friendly type of solar cookers. 

Due to small reflective flat or curved surfaces, which are used to reverberate light and then 

concentrate it onto a cookware, these solar cookers typically generate enough energy to cook 

on low temperatures [8]. They are easy to use, once the panels are opened, they should be 

aligned to the sun. A heat resistant pot can then be put inside the cooker. The pot should be 

covered preferably with a transparent material (e.g. glass) to avoid losing heat and blocking 

sunrays. 
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Figure 3 Solar panel cooker [9] 

Panel cookers are most effective at windless or wind protected areas. Due to a very limited 

cooking power, which is highly dependent on reflected radiation [10], this type of solar cooker 

is good for slow one-pot dishes such as beans, soups and stews. Panel cookers are most 

effective at windless or wind protected areas, and recommended for use above 18 degrees °C 

[8].  

 

For the most efficient and best cooking experience, a panel cooker position should be changed 

to follow the sun. On a cloudless and warm day, food like rice, vegetables etc., can be prepared 

approximately in 2-4 hours [8]. 

3 SOLAR PARABOLIC COOKER 

The solar parabolic cookers are a bit more difficult to construct due to the design and materials 

needed.  Parabolic or concentrator cookers (see Figure 4) are usually made from curved 

reflective sheets or small mirrors (metal, plastic or plywood covered with reflective foil), which 

focus solar radiation on a small area, where the cooking pot is placed [11]. They produce a high 

temperature on the focus point, and are therefore very effective, but are more expensive than 

simple panel cookers [12]. 

 

While concentrating sunlight to the cooking pot, parabolic solar cookers can generate 

temperatures over 200 degrees °C. These can operate from just after sunrise until sunset even 

in sub-zero temperatures, as long as they have direct access to the sun. The power of a 

parabola’s output is determined by the quality, size and curvature of the reflector [8]. 

 

Solar parabolic cookers heat up fast and get very hot, thus they are ideally suited for grilling, 

boiling, steaming, frying etc. Because of the high heat, the rapid cooking, and the movement 

of the sun across the sky, it is not recommended to leave the cooking meal unattended [8]. 
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Figure 4 Parabolic cooker [13] 

Solar parabolic cookers can be constructed in several ways. Below, two different methods are 

described, the construction of the parabola using fiberglass and using plywood. 

o Solar parabolic cooker construction – using fiberglass 

General instructions are listed below, for constructing solar parabolic cooker using fiberglass 

[14]. For this work, it is important to have safety equipment such as gloves, protection glasses 

and respiratory masks. The materials required for making the parabola are: 

 Plywood or PVC sheets 

 Wood with dimensions roughly 50x50 mm in cross section 

 L-shaped steel corners to fix the wood  

 Screws for wood fixing 

 Space blanket or emergency blanket (as reflective material) 

 Glue for plastic or wood 

 Valve stem 

 Compressor or pump 

 Fiberglass 

 Hardener for fiberglass 

 Sealing mass 

 Glue for plastic or wood 

 

Start by cutting the PVC sheet. Drill a hole in the middle of it, so that the valve stem can fit 

through it (figure 5).  
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Figure 5 PVC sheet cut and marked [14] 

Cut a small square shaped piece from the PVC sheet and drill a hole in it, so that the valve stem 

will tightly fit through (figure 6). 

 

 

Figure 6 Small PVC piece with the valve stem [14] 

 

Once this is done, glue the small PVC sheet with the valve stem to the main PVC, as shown in 

figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 7 Small PVC piece with valve stem glued [14] 

When glue is cured, turn the whole PVC sheet around (figure 8). Now the valve stem will be 

sunk underneath the surface. 
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Figure 8 Valve stem sunk under the surface on the bottom (now top, after turning the sheet) [14] 

Draw a circle in the board, which will be roughly the diameter of the parabola. Roughen up the 

outside of the circle with a sandpaper, as later, glue will be applied in that area (figure 9). 

 

 

Figure 9 Circle drawn and outsides of it roughened up with sandpaper [14] 

Next step is to make a wooden frame, slightly larger than the diameter of the circle drawn 

earlier, as seen in figure 10. The wood for this can be 50x50 mm in cross section. Use the L-

shaped steel fixers to connect the wood pieces together.  

After this, apply some kind of glue to the sides of the frame, where the space blanket will be 

glued. 
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Figure 10 Wooden frame made and spraying of glue [14] 

Add the space blanket to the frame, making sure it glues to the sides, as seen in figure 11. 

 

 

Figure 11 Space blanket added to the frame [14] 

Glue all sides one at a time, while making sure that the space blanket gets slightly stretched, to 

remove some of the wrinkles (figure 12). Once glued properly, the excess space blanket can be 

cut away. 
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Figure 12 Space blanket glued to the frame [14] 

After this, take the PVC sheet prepared earlier, and apply glue on the outside of the perimeter 

of the circle, where the area was roughened (figure 13). Then take the wooden frame with the 

space blanked attached to it and place it on top of the PVC sheet, so that it glues around the 

perimeter of the circle. 

 

 

Figure 13 Glue applied to the PVC and blanket placed on top of it [14] 

Press the blanket around the perimeter of the circle, to ensure that it glues properly (figure 

14). 

 

Figure 14 Blanket glued around the perimeter of the circle drawn to the PVC sheet [14] 

From under the PVC sheet, a pump (normal pump for bicycle tires for example) can be put to the valve stem and 

used to inflate the space blanket (figure 15). 
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Figure 15 Space blanket inflated with a pump [14] 

Once the space blanket has been inflated, hardener for the fiberglass can be poured and spread 

on top of it (figure 16). When using hardener with the fiberglass, it is important to have 

respiratory mask on.  

 

 

Figure 16 Hardener poured on top of space blanket [14] 

 

Without delay, add the fiberglass sheets on top of the inflated space blanket and ensure that 

they get soaked properly. Note that if the space blanket has not been air-tightly fixed around 

the timber frame, air can leak from it. Thus, it might require pumping air more often, to keep 

it inflated, until the hardener has dried. Ensure in mean time also that each sheet of fiberglass 

is soaked properly (figure 17). Depending on the size of the parabola, 3-4 sheets of fiberglass 

might be enough.  

 

 

Figure 17 Fiberglass sheets added [14] 

After ensuring that all the sheets have gotten soaked properly, heat can be applied on top of 

them, to speed up the curing process. A normal hair dryer is sufficient for this (figure 18). 

Avoid overheating or keeping the heater in one position, as the very high temperature might 
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cause the space blanket to break. If space blanket breaks without the glue being cured, it is 

likely that the parabola making process will fail. If heat is applied evenly, the hardener should 

cure within 30 minutes. 

 

 

Figure 18 Heat being applied to speed up the curing process [14] 

 

When hardener has cured, the parabola can then be turned around and the excess material cut 

away. The end product should look quite reflective, as seen in figure 19.  
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Figure 19 Parabola after the hardener has cured [14] 

The made parabola might be quite flexible, depending on the amount of fiberglass sheets used. 

In any case, it is suggested to make a frame around it, as this will stiffen the parabola and 

protect it from damage. The frame can be made by some thin plastic which bends and turns 

around the parabola (figure 20). The parabola can be fixed to the frame using glue, as seen in 

figure 21. 

 

 

Figure 20 The frame for the parabola [14] 
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Figure 21 Glue used to fix the parabola to the frame [14] 

At the focus point, high heat will be generated. This can be used for cooking, boiling water, 

etc. It must be kept in mind that the parabola must always be turned around when not in use, 

otherwise it could be a fire hazard (figure 22). 

 

 

Figure 22 High heat generated at the focus point of parabola [14] 

o Solar parabolic cooker construction – using plywood 

A parabolic solar cooker can be made also from thin plywood sheets, as seen in figure 23 [15]. 

Materials required for this are listed below: 

 Thin plywood sheets, around 5mm in thickness 

 Plastic or metal to stiffen parabola 

 Rope  or plastic cable 

 Bolts, washers, nuts 

 Aluminium foil 
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Figure 23 Solar parabolic cooker made from thin plywood sheets [15] 

 

The plywood can be cut in shape of petals. The cut can be done symmetrically along 8 radial 

directions, so that it will appear like a 16-petalled flower, as seen in figures below [15]. 

 

Figure 24 Preparation of petals for solar parabola [15] 

 

Figure 25 Preparation of petals for solar parabola [15] 
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After the petals are cut, cut also two round sheets of plywood which will be used to connect 

the narrow ends of the petals (figure below). Use bolts, washers and nuts for the connection 

and sandwich the petals between these two round sheets of plywood.  

Before bolts are fixed, holes need to be made in plywood. These can be same size or slightly 

bigger than the diameter of bolts [15].  

 

 

Figure 26 Round plywood sheet to connect the narrow ends of the petals [15] 

Plastic ties (known as cable ties) can be used to keep the plywood petals together (figure 

below). It can be easier to fix the petals gradually from the centre to the edges of the parabola 

[15].  

 

 

Figure 27 Petals fixed with cable ties [15] 
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Rope can be used in the end to give the petals a final shape (see figure below) [15]. 

 

 

Figure 28 Plywood petals fixed to resemble a parabola [15] 

After these steps, adhesive aluminium tape can be put to the ready bent plywood petals.  

 

 

Figure 29 Aluminium tape added to petals [15] 

Now the parabola needs a frame to complete the parabolic solar cooker construction. The frame 

should allow it to stay stable while in use. Keep in mind that the parabolic solar cooker can 

accumulate wind pressure due to its shape. The frame should be stiff enough and fixed to the 

ground, in such cases. A simple example of a frame is shown in figure below.  

The frame should also support the cooking pot.  
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Figure 30 Example of a frame to support the parabolic solar cooker [15] 

o Operation and safety 

It is important to follow safety rules before using the parabolic solar cooker, as it can be 

hazardous to health and also cause danger to its surroundings.  

 

 Wear sunglasses when operating the parabolic solar cooker. Direct or concentrated 

sunlight can damage your eyes. 

 Place the cooker on clean and level ground free of fire hazard and ensure that it stable. 

 Choose a place protected from wind. 

 Do not stand in front of the cooker. 

 Use gloves when touching cooking pot or other hot parts of the cooker. 

 Keep children in distance from the cooker. 

 Turn the reflectors upside down when not using the cooker [16] [17]. 

 

Keep in mind that sunlight reflected from the parabolic cooker can be damaging for the eyes. 

The pot and the food can get very hot, due to the parabola’s ability to heat over 200 °C. Set the 

cooker on a flat, sunny, windless place and away from the shadows. The displacement of the 

cooker also depends on time of a day. During cooking, solar parabolic cooker can be checked 

to ensure that sunlight is not blocked with shadows [18].  

 

The container of food is placed on the cooking pot holder. The distance between pot holder and 

the cooker depends on the size of the parabolic reflector, the amount of food and the weather 

conditions. In right conditions, cooking should begin almost instantly [18]. When food is 
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prepared, remove pot with food from the pot holder. It is important to be careful, because 

container can be very hot. Remove cooker from the sun, and put special covering or turn it 

around, so the reflector will not reflect sun-rays, when not in use. 

o Maintenance 

The solar parabolic cooker is easy to maintain. Following the guidelines below will keep the 

cooker in good condition and extend its using time. When the cooker is not used, the reflector 

must be turned upside down. Cleaning must be done after every use of the cooker. Only soft, 

non-abrasive cloths, sponges or dusters are recommended for cleaning.  

Reflectors must be washed with a sponge soaked in water and some washing-up liquid. Then 

they are rinsed with water, and wiped with dry fabric. More substantial stains such as splashes 

of grease should be removed as soon as possible [19]. It is not recommended to use metal 

scourers, because they will make scratches on the reflector and reduce the efficiency of the 

cooker. 

 

Maintenance should be done to: 

 Keep the reflective panels clean. 

 Keep the reflective panels from getting scratched while cleaning and storing. 

 Use deep pots or pans with lid to help limit splattering. 

 Check cooker for any damage [20]. 

 

4 SOLAR OVEN 

The solar oven performs cooking of food by retaining and trapping heat of solar rays inside of 

it [21]. This oven has a transparent top plastic or glass covering, which can be opened to allow 

pots with food to be placed inside. The sunlight reaches the panels and reflects into the box, 

where the heat is trapped. With the help of several mirrors, foil or metal reflectors, extra sun 

light is directed into the oven. Cooking containers and the inside bottom of the cooker should 

be dark-coloured or black. Interior walls of the stove should be insulated and could be reflective 

for additional reduction of radiative heat loss and increase of light concentration on the cooking 

pot [22]. 

 

Solar ovens can reach temperatures comparable to those of traditional gas and electric ovens 

(in the region of 200 degrees C) [8]. It is recommended to use dark colored baking pans, which 

would absorb and retain the heat better. 

 

Solar ovens retain much more heat comparing to panel cookers but less than parabolic solar 

cookers. They heat up gradually to baking and roasting temperatures. Such cookers are very 

suitable for meals that take longer time to cook [8]. 
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Figure 31 Solar oven cooker [12] 

o Construction 

Solar oven can be constructed in different ways. Below is a description of how to make one. 

Before construction, ensure that safety equipment such a protective glasses and gloves are 

available and that common safety rules will be followed.   
 

(NOTE: More detailed and step-by-step instructions can be found in “Report 5.1 - Solar Oven - Step 

by step instructions by Silfverberg”) 

 

Material list required for the solar oven is shown below: 

 Plywood or wooden sheets 

 Wood pieces 50x50 mm 

 Reflector panels 

 Mineral wool or glass wool 

 Glass or polycarbonate lid (heat resistant) 

 Hinges 

 Screws 

 Door handle and lock 

 Black paint [12]. 

 

Some of these materials can be found in recycling centers. It is possible to use aluminium sheets 

as the main reflectors. Wood or plywood should not be damaged or contain excess moisture in 

it, otherwise the durability of materials will be affected. 
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To construct a solar oven, tools listed below may be required.  

 Meters and rulers 

 Marker or pencil for marking 

 Cutting machine or saw 

 Drill 

 Screw driver. 

 

Following the instructions (illustrated in Figure 32), it is possible to build a solar oven: 

 

1. Install the plywood bottom sheet and wooden side lists. 

2. Assembly the front and back wall, plywood sheets, wooden side frame corners and back 

door opening. 

3. Install front and back wall. 

4. Install side walls and backdoor. 

5. Install thermal insulation on the bottom and walls. 

6. Place the bottom floor on the mineral wool 

7. Install inner walls, made from reflective aluminum sheets. 

8. Prepare the supports for the side reflectors. 

9. Fix all the supports for the reflectors. 

10. Construct the transparent cover and main reflective wall with wooden side lists. 

11. Install the transparent cover and main reflective wall. 

12. Install the side reflectors. Additional front reflector could be added [12]. 
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Figure 32 Step by step instruction for construction schematic drawing [12] 

o Operation 

Solar oven cookers mainly cook food at temperatures in the 80- 150 °C range [23]. To reduce 

cooking time in solar oven cooker, food can be cut in smaller pieces. For different meals or 

food, which have to be cooked separately or have different cooking time, different containers 

can be used [20]. It is good if cooking pot is black or dark colour. Dark colours attract and 

retain more energy from the sun’s rays. A dark metal pot will attain higher temperatures than 

e.g. shiny aluminium pans [20]. The container of food is then placed inside the solar cooker, 

which is positioned on direct sunlight. Foods that cook quickly may be also added to the oven 

later [24]. 

 

A solar oven is usually placed towards the sun and left until the meal is done. Periodically 

changing the position of the oven to follow the sun will reduce the cooking time. This period 

can be as fast as 30 minutes. During long time cooking, solar oven should be checked to ensure 

that sunlight is not blocked by shadows from the buildings, plants or other objects. In such 

case, the oven should be turned to face the sun more precisely [25]. Sometimes food may be 
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left untended for many hours during a day, and then the solar oven is usually placed to face the 

point where the sun will be in zenith (highest point of the sun). Cooking time depends on 

several factors: quantity of food, amount of sunlight, air temperature, wind, and latitude. Food 

cooks faster in the two hours before and after the local solar noon than it does in either the early 

morning or the late afternoon. Large quantities of food and food in large pieces, take longer to 

cook [25]. 

o Maintenance 

The life span of solar oven cooker depends on the type and quality of material used. With 

proper maintenance and change of damaged parts when needed, it is possible to use solar 

cookers for many years. Basic cleaning will extend life and avoid efficiency loss of the cooker. 

 

Maintenance includes: 

 

 Keeping the reflectors clean. 

 Wiping away any moisture that may be formed before closing up the oven for night. 

 Cleaning the glass lid. 

 Checking solar cooker for any damage. 

 Protecting the cooker from rains and animals while it’s not in use. 

 Keep the oven clean inside [23]. 

5 UPGRADES FOR SOLAR COOKERS 

Performance of solar cookers is highly relying on the quality of the materials of main parts 

[26]. It is however possible to further improve the performance of the solar cookers by 

modifying their structure or also integrating different power sources to it. Couple of such 

examples are given below. 

o High concentration solar box cooker with multiple reflectors 

High concentration solar box cooker with multiple reflectors an example of how to improve 

the performance of solar cookers. This solution presents a typical solar box cooker with 

developed double row of booster mirrors or reflectors. This leads to more solar radiation 

concentrated at the cooker [27]. 
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Figure 33 High concentration solar box cooker with multiple reflectors prototype views [27] 

To increase the performance of the solar cooker, aluminum-based reflective foils or mirrors 

should be used.  In this kind of reflector there are 2 different inclined rows, and each of them 

consist of 12 mirrors. Mirrors, which are located in the upper row, have a rounded top, while 

bottom mirrors have trapezoidal shape [27]. 
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Figure 34 Section of the reflectors for high concentration solar box cooker [27] 

With this kind of geometry of the reflector, the cooker can generate higher temperatures and 

prepare food faster [27]. However, to achieve best performance, requirements of clear-sky 

weather conditions must be met. 

o Small scale hybrid solar cooker 

Any small-scale solar oven cookers can be developed and modified further with solar 

photovoltaic panels, battery and dc heaters. With such innovations, efficiency and performance 

can be increased [28].  

 

Figure 35 Small-scale hybrid solar cooker with a set of solar panels [28]. 

Solar box cooker can have a special dc heater or several rod type heaters, which are installed 

inside the box. Reflective panels are replaced with the set of PV solar panels, which are 

mounted on fiber-reinforced plastic sheets and connected between each other with hinges [28]. 

With the use of PV panels and fully charged battery, cooking during late evenings or nights 

becomes available [28].  

o Hybrid solar cooker with air duct 

Another research shows an integrated halogen lamp into an air duct that connects to a solar box 

cooker [29] .  
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Figure 36 Hybrid solar box cooker with air duct [29] 

 

Additions to the usual solar cooker oven for this example include: 

 

 An aluminum trapezoidal duct made 

 Longer end of trapezoidal duct directly connected to the front wall of the solar box 

cooker, while shorter end is completely closed 

 Small fan installed nearby shorter end to force convection 

 Halogen lamp placed in the duct to enhance heat transfer rate 

 450 hollow balls, which were made from copper, were placed on absorber plate to 

improve heat transfer rate [29]. 

 

This modification increases productivity of solar cooker in poor ambient conditions. Due to a 

fan and a halogen lamp, the air inside the duct reaches very high temperatures. It is then blown 

inside the solar oven cooker by the fan. Concept of operation is shown in figure below.  
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Figure 37 Schematic drawing of the hybrid solar box cooker with air duct [29] 

 

This way, the solar oven with air duct can be operated in different weather conditions. Cooking 

time can be reduced with using more powerful halogen lamps [29]. 
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6 COOKING WITH SOLAR COOKERS 

Cooking with solar cookers is quite simple, but the safety instructions must be followed: 

 

 Do not stand in front of the parabolic solar cooker without wearing protection glasses 

 Place the cooker on a safe place, and keep children in distance from it 

 Do not touch hot parts of cookers without protective gloves [17]. 

 

Some examples on using solar cookers are given below in this text. Before cooking anything, 

prepare the solar cooker; check reflective panels and clean them if needed, clean cooking pot 

if needed and prepare a safety place for cooking [19]. In a sunny day, solar cookers can be used 

for water boiling and cooking beans, corn, potatoes, vegetables etc. 

 

 Water boiling 

Solar cookers can be used to boil water. This process kills parasites, viruses and other microbes 

[30].  

 

o Prepare solar parabolic cooker and a dark cooking pot filled with water 

o Carefully put a pot on a pot holder 

o Put solar parabolic cooker and adjust its position towards the sun 

o Wait until water boils and leave it boiling for a while 

o Carefully take out cooking pot  

o Following all safety rules remove parabolic solar cooker from the sun [31]. 

 

 

Figure 38 Water pasteurization with solar parabolic cooker [32] 
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 Cooking beans 

 

 

Figure 39 Beans preparation using solar oven [33] 

 

o Soak the beans in water overnight 

o Prepare solar cooker and dark cooking pot with a cover  

o Add the beans to the pot 

o Cover beans with 3-5 cm of water  

o Add spices or any other ingredients according to taste 

o Place pot inside solar oven and leave it for several hours 

o Place solar oven and point the reflectors at the sun 

o Remember to adjust position of the cooker to maximize the solar heating efficiency 

o When the meal is ready carefully remove solar cooker from the sun  

o Following all safety rules take cooking pot from the cooker [33]. 

 

 

 Preparing corn 
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Figure 40 Preparing of corn using solar cooker [34] 

 Prepare solar cooker and a cooking pot 

 Preheat pot for 30-60 minutes  

 Leave the corn in the husk, rinse it, and then put it in the pot  

 Corn can be left for 1 hour or more, depending on the weather conditions 

 When the meal is ready carefully remove solar cooker from the sun  

 Place the cooked corn on a cutting board and cut off the stem end of the corn 

 The corn should slide right out of the husks [34]. 

 

7 SUMMARY 

Due to geographical and climate condition, Kenya has a big potential in use of solar energy 

and cost and power efficient solar solutions. It could be possible to use very simple devices 

such as solar cookers to perform cooking without using any fossil fuels or firewood. However, 

they have the disadvantage of being conditioned by the weather.   

 

Parabolic solar cooker, while more expensive to build, is highly efficient and fast in boiling 

water and cooking meals. Solar oven on the other hand is cheaper to build, but performs slower, 

which could be an advantage itself, since the cooking does not require constant supervision and 

frees up time which can be used for other activities. With integration of solar cookers, people’s 

daily life in Marsabit County can be improved.  
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